
successful coups against authoritarian regimes, 
there is not a single instance of successful revolu- 
tion against a totalitarian state. Nor is there any 
mystery about this, once one has grasped the per- 
vasiveness of totalitarian controls. It is, of course, 
not possible altogether to dismiss as illusion the 
view that totalitarian states will, in time, soften and 
transform themselves into entities more palatable to 
human'sensibilities. History to date gives little com- 
fort, though, to this view. 

Thus, if Portugal should indeed be in process now 
of becoming something like a "people's republic," 
this is not just a shift from one form of dictatorship to 
another. The shift is not in the quantity of "repres- 
sion" but in its quality. What we are facing in the 
world today is the slow, glacierlike expansion of the 
Gulag Archipelago. To be sure (and there is some 
hope in this), even this has changed somewhat 
since its Stalinist heyday. In much of the world, then, 
people have some reason to hope for a slavery with 
a human face. 

PLB 

EXCURSWS 111 
Xenophobic America 

The flags of the United Nations that once waved in 
Manhattan's sooty breeze above the Rockefeller 
Center skating rink have been replaced by the 
banners of America's fifty states and various over- 
seas territories. The ostensible reason for the 
switch was the bicentennial celebration, but 
perhaps there were other motivations. Certainly 
the cleaning bill was considerably reduced, and 
finding flagpole space for each emerging nation as 
it emerges is no longer a problem. Other pos- 
sibilities are that the change reflects general disil- 
lusionment with the United Nations or perhaps the 
small but real ripple of xenophobia that is spread- 
ing over the country. 

Familiar Third World arguments against the peril 
of subjugation to foreign capital now pop out of the 
mouths of the natives of the ubiquitously de- 
nounced capital of international finance. Few 
Americans relish the idea of the Shah and Sheiks 
of Araby taking over General Motors and the Bank 
of America; but, talking with businessmen in recent 
years, I also have discerned a feeling of distaste 
and uneasiness about Japan and Europe investing 
in America in the same way America has been 
investing overseas. Admittedly, this is a minor 
phenomenon, mitigated by an interest in job- 
productive industry. 

Xenophobia, at this time, is more important as 
an element in the renewed interest in illegal aliens, 
who-it is often claimed-are stealing millions of 
jobs from American citizens. Although immigration 
policy is a legitimate object of concern, it is an 
issue that easily lends itself to demagogy. Nobody 
really knows how many illegal aliens are in the 
country or how many occupy positions that other- 
wise would have been occupied by citizens. It is a 
problem that will never be wholly resolved-which 
is not an argument against trying .to resolve it. for 
the same may be stated about any item in the 
criminal code. 

But there is a moral problem. Illegal immigrants 
unquestionably have broken the law, but otherwise 
they may be decent and even commendable peo- 
ple. On a television news program Bronx Con- 
gressman Mario Biaggi blusteringly argued on be- 
half of stricter measures agaihst illegal immi- 
grants, and then admitted he sorely regretted not 
having had the experience of meeting some. Pub- 
lic service is easier when the public servant does 
not have to face the victim of his policies. 

On March 17 the New York Times reported that 
representatives of Roman Catholic dioceses in the 
Northeast had convoked a symposium on the sub- 
ject of illegal immigrants. They agreed on urging 
amnesty for those now in the country and further 
action and legislation to prevent future buildups. 
They also urged the Church to sponsor an educa- 
tional campaign to counteract the illegal alien's 
negative image. 

Hard times build constituencies for easy solu- 
tions. Last month, at a service station in New Jer- 
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sey, I happened to observe the driver of a Fiat 
decorated with two American flag decals, arguing 
vociferously with an imperturbable station atten- 
dant. When the attendant walked off, the driver 
came over to the car I was in and announced 
exasperatedly in what sounded like a Swedish ac- 
cent: “I never heard anything like it in my life. He 
won’t sell me gas because I have a foreign car!” 

It was not far from Mahwah, New Jersey, where 
the Ford assembly plant recently had laid off many 
workers. The station attendant doubtlessly had 
made a connection between domestic unemploy- 
ment and foreign imports. His response may have 
been on the simple side, but it was logical. If the 
economic downturn worsens, such simple logic 
may take on serious political consequences. 

Lawrence Nevins 
Historian and writer on international affairs. 

EXCURSUS IV 
The Soul of Vietnam Lives 

In predicting the “loss” of Hue, the former imperial 
capital of Vietnam, the New York Times of March 
20, 1975, called it “the Soul of the Country.” As a 
native of Hue myself, I believe this to be true. Most 
Vietnamese like to think of Hanoi as the brain of 
the country, of Saigon as its stomach, and of Hue 
definitely as its soul. Hue in fact is the embodiment 
of our national character. As Malcolm W. Browne, 
an old Vietnamese hand, has described it: “I t  is 
the place of history and learning,” where “its 
women are reputed to be the most beautiful and its 
men the shrewdest.” This may be only generally 
and subjectively true. But Hue is also a “place that 
has produced fierce soldiers and towering political 
and military leaders over the centuries.” In short, 
Hue is the image of the turbulent, the heroic, the 
romantic, and the gracious Vietnam. Its history is a 
blend of revolutions and traditions, of Tinh (feel- 
ings) and Ly (reason). 

It all started over nine hundred years ago when 
the population and pressures from China forced 
the Vietnamese to move farther to the South for 
better land and for more secure territories. The 
move was called Nam Tien, the March to the 
South. It began in 1069 and ended only in the late 
nineteenth century. To pursue the Nam Tien suc- 
cessfully, the emperors of Vietnam relied both on 
brave generals and beautiful princesses. We had 
plenty of both. In 1306 Emperor Tran Anh Ton 
married his younger sister to Jaya Simhavarman 
111. the ruler of the southern land of Champa. In 

return, the Champa monarch offered the Viet- 
namese court two provinces: 0 and Ly, which 
were renamed Thuan and Hoa or Thuan Hoa. Hue 
is the shortened and slightly distorted version of 
Thuan Hoa. This marriage of convenience pro- 
voked a strong protest among intellectuals, who 
composed poems to lament the fate of the prin- 
cess and to criticize the emperor. But “national 
security” finally prevailed. 

In 1558 a quarrel developed within the reigning 
family in Hanoi, then called Thang Long (Ascend- 
ing Dragon), founded in 101 0 as the nation’s capi- 
tal. Lord Nguyen Hoang was exiled to the South to 
be governor of Thuan Hoa. In 1601, wandering 
west of Hue, he noticed a hill emerging from the 
landscape in the form of a dragon turning its head 
to the center of the city. He was told by people 
living in the area that in the nighttime a mysterous 
lady dressed in a red gown would visit the hill and 
announce that “an emperor will be born from this 
auspicious land.” Nguyen Hoang decided to se- 
cede from the North, found a dynasty (the Nguyep), 
and make Hue the capital. He ordered a temple to 
be built in honor of the “mysterious lady.” The 
temple, called Linh Mu (Holy Lady), has since be- 
come Hue’s celebrated landmark and also its old- 
est Buddhist pagoda. 

In 1744 a small cuitural revolution took place. By 
royal decree trousers replaced skirts in women’s 
dress. This was the genesis of the well-known 
elegant Ao Dai, the traditional costume of Viet- 
namese women. The same year Hue was “lost” to 
the Tay Son, a dynasty which rose from a peas- 
ants’ uprising. In 1802 Nguyen Phuc Anh, a de- 
scendant of Nguyen Hoang, unified the country, 
which in fact had been divided since the sixteenth 
century at almost the present 17th parallel. He 
restored the Nguyen dynasty, became Emperor 
Gia Long, rebuilt Hue as the national capital. The 
city spread on both banks of the Huong (Perfume) 
River. An artificial hill was erected, the Ngu Binh 
(Imperial Screen), to protect the town from bad 
spirits. 

From 1884, when Vietnam became a colony of 
France, whose representatives resided in Hanoi 
and Saigon, Hue continued to be the domain of 
Vietnamese emperors, who enjoyed a 
semiautonomous st at us. Humi Ii ated by Western 
ioreign invaders, Vietnam’s scholars, poets, artists 
flocked into Hue, hoping to keep it as the last 
bastion of Vietnamese traditional culture. They 
brought with them their aristocratic way of life: 
dinner parties on floating sampans on the Perfume 
River, “poetic gamblings” on moonlit nights. An 
exclusive school for children of mandarins, the 
Quoc Hoc (National Studies) Academy was 
created by Ngo Dinh Kha, the “chancellor of the 
empire” and father of the late President Ngo Dinh 
Diem. Ironically enough, Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van 
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